
Testing your network settings for live video is a vague, often complex process that can require many hours to complete. 
Grouping external IPs, setting subnet masks, and trafficking out VPN addresses is especially time consuming. At Kollective, 
we’re making it easier than ever to assess your network settings in real time. With the Kollective Rapid Network Test, you’ll 
know in minutes which settings work best, and can apply them for optimal streaming immediately. 

During the test, network data is collected and then synthesized in an easy-to-understand report. These insights will help 
you make informed decisions around your network settings. Once you see that Kollective is effectively offloading the 
bandwidth of a live event inside of your network, applying the settings is a simple as the click of a button! 

The Rapid Network Test generates a lightweight video event that can 
be sent out to users via a single link. The link allows you to test both 
your ability to peer and the effectiveness of your network settings. 
Simultaneously, the viewer page runs a quick test to make sure that 
your endpoints are ready to peer. This all happens behind the scenes, 
meaning it won’t impact your production network settings until you 
decide to make a change.   

How the Kollective  
Rapid Network Test Works

Choose Your Easy Network Settings

Add Kollective to Your Network and Start Testing Today 
Ready to start testing your network? Kollective’s Rapid Network Test with Easy Network Settings is included in every FREE 

trial. It only takes a few clicks to add Kollective to your network.

Out of the Box 
Kollective’s default logic is set 

to scale video distribution using 
common network settings. We 
set your peering clusters and 
blackout the most often used 

VPN external IPs. 

Simplify Complex Network Testing

Fine Tune
Configure your ECDN to prioritize 

time to first frame or peering 
efficiency, set IPv4 and IPv6 
subnet masks and input VPN 

CIDRs to traffic out users working 
from home.

Advanced
Work with the Kollective team 

to optimize your configurations 
for defined external breakouts, 

variations in network topologies, or 
more advanced security and zero-

trust setups.
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https://portal.kollective.app/free-trial??utm_source=kol_doc&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=rapid_test&utm_content=datasheet

